Encountering Christ
THE PRACTICE OF PRAYER
Life is busy. Our day to day existence can become so congested with activities that we hardly
have time to encounter God. He is often the last thing on our minds at the end of the day. But,
like any friendship, our relationship with God takes effort and goes through stages of growth,
whereby we start to focus less on ourselves and more on God. Prayer enables our hearts to
realign our priorities so that we can grow deeper in our relationship with Jesus. However, it is
something that we must make a conscious and committed effort to do.
If we set out to deepen our prayer lives, as Ronald Rolheiser observes “we can expect little
excitement, lots of boredom, and a regular temptation to look at the clock”. But as the practice of
prayer deepens so will our intimacy with God. Eventually our hearts will find the rest and the
presence of God’s love that they desire.
WHAT ARE THE OBSTACLES TO PRAYER?
St. John of the Cross said that spiritual growth can be stunted because God appears “obscure”
(when God withdraws his presence in order to help us grow spiritually) or because we can be
“blind” (we are not diligent in seeking God).
Fr. Ronald Rolheiser notes that “both of these states operate simultaneously…the struggle to
experience God is not so much one of God’s presence or absence as it is one of the presence or
absence of God in our awareness. God is always present, but we are not always present to God.”
In essence we need to wake up and recognize God’s presence in our lives.
“Contemplation” Rolheiser goes on to say, “is about waking up. To be completive is to
experience an event fully, in all its aspects.” This requires a recognition of God’s presence in our
daily activities. As St. John of the Cross says, “To live well is to pray.” The first step to
encountering God is to be aware of his presence.
In order to be more daily contemplatives, we must first combat three tendencies within ourselves
that lead us towards spiritual blindness.

Self-involvement: Ronald Rolheiser, is “our propensity for individualism and our corresponding
inability to be healthily aware of and concerned about the reality beyond our private lives.” Our
spiritual lives take the back burner to our self-development and our ego. We become closed in on
ourselves and cannot see beyond our own desires. Hence we cut off our ability to contemplate.
Our pressing tasks: Our “business” prevents us from encountering God. Ronald Rolheiser
asserts that “In a pragmatic society doing counts for everything, being counts for nothing.” We
are too busy doing that we have no time to be with God.
Our restless for experience: Prayer is not always easy because we prioritize experience. We are
afraid of missing something. Henri Nouwen once said, “I want to pray, but I also don’t want to
miss out on anything – television, movies, socializing with friends, drinking in the world.”
Because we don’t want to miss out on any experience, prayer is truly a discipline. When we sit,
or kneel in prayer, go to mass, or sit in silence, our natural craving for experience feels starved
and we begin to protest. But we have to know when it is time to unplug the television, turn off
the phone, shut down the computer, silence the iPod, so that, for a moment at least, we are not
avoiding making friends with God. Prayer is about disciplining our minds and our desires in
order to spend time with God. Experiencing the unconditional love of God is what prayer, in the
end, is all about.
ST. IGNATIUS’ MOVEMENTS OF PRAYER
So how do we begin to wake up from the slumber of our spiritual complacency?
St. Ignatius describes the movements of the heart that bring us into a contemplative relationship
with God. Waking to a more contemplative mindset requires the progression of three states of
spiritual awareness.
1. The purgative stage, where we free ourselves from worldly attachments and distraction
in order to focus on Christ and live the same kind of life that he did. “Seek God through
prayer has to be at once prepared for and accompanied by serious effort to uproot the tares
of sin and error: purgation...it is a re-evaluation of the world in light of God, who wills to
draw us totally into his triune life, his eternal love” Aiden Nichols.
2. The illuminative stage, which is characterized by deepening our relationship with Jesus
(primarily through prayer and the sacramental life) and detachment from the world.
Through the sanctifying grace of baptism and the seal of confirmation, the theological
virtues of faith, hope and charity are infused within us, to act as the foundation of our
disposition towards God. We are called to activate the Holy Spirit in our lives, by
requesting an outpouring of the Spirit, so that the gifts of the spirit may ennoble our actions.
The illuminative stage is fostered by the sacrament of the Eucharist and Reconciliation.
3. The unitive stage, in which the soul has attained the ability to follow God’s will and is
united to God in love and joy. “The soul is held in God’s love and is being united with his
will and work in the very ground of its motivation” Aiden Nichols. In our daily activities
there is a habitual and steady harmony between God and the soul. Being contemplative

comes naturally to us. Our hearts are easily drawn towards God, and we are able to make
space for him in our lives.
SILENCE
If we are to wake up we must first, as Cardinal Sarah says, escape from “the dictatorship of
noise.” If you want peace, seek silence. If you want God, seek silence. As St. John of the Cross
informs us, “Silence is God’s first language.”
Pope Benedict XVI insisted on the fact that “we live in a society in which it seems that every
space, every moment must be filled with projects, activities, and noise…dear brothers and
sisters, let us not fear to create silence, within and outside ourselves, if we wish to become aware
of God’s voice.”
We need to create opportunities and moments for silence. Silence is not only release from
audible noise, but a calm within our soul. Silence is the dwelling place of God within us. Interior
silence is instigated by the Holy Spirit and manifests itself as the spiritual gift of peace. Cardinal
Sarah, Reading the Bible silently and diligently is the best way to recognize that God is close to
us.
THE WORD
If you want to encounter God, read scripture. The Bible is God’s guidebook. Scripture “corrects
us when we are wrong and teaches us to do what is right” (2 Timothy 3:16). The Bible “was written
for our instruction that through endurance and through the encouragement of the Scriptures we
might have hope” (Romans 15:4). When life becomes difficult we can search the pages of the
Bible for instruction, guidance and direction. When we use the Bible as our guidebook, God will
bless us. In Joshua 1:8 God tells us that those who live by his Word day and night and live
according to what is written in it will be prosperous and have great success.
The Church “exhorts all the Christian faithful…to learn ‘the surpassing knowledge of Jesus Christ’
(Phil 3:8) by frequent reading of the divine Scriptures…Let them remember, however, that prayer
should accompany the reading of Sacred Scripture, so that a dialogue takes place between God
and man. For ‘we speak to him when we pray; we listen to him when we read the divine oracles’”
(CCC 2653).
THE SACRAMENT
The sacraments are means by which we encounter the risen Christ present and active in the
Church. The deepest encounter we can have with the Lord is the reception of the Eucharist. “To
receive in faith the gift of his Eucharist is to receive the Lord himself” CCC 1337.
However, the sacraments cannot be received in isolation apart from the body of the Church. That
is why liturgical worship is central to the Christian vocation. Our spiritual lives cannot mature
unless they are nourished by word and sacrament, as presented to us in the Church’s liturgical
and sacramental function.

“The sacraments,” as Fr. Colman O’Neill posits, “prepare us to worship God.” They find their
fulfillment in the Eucharist and assembly of God’s people. St Thomas Aquinas says that, the act
of worship is the creatures first duty to God: “It is right and just.” Worship is our response to the
gifts of God. It is the joyful participation of a heart that has encountered the risen Lord.
The Eucharist, which means thanksgiving, is an offering of our salvation, whereby we
prayerfully enter into union with Jesus Christ. In the sacraments, prayer, gratitude and worship
meet. In the liturgy we encounter Christ. This is why the Church calls the Eucharist the source
and summit of the Catholic faith.
THE HOLY SPIRIT
The Holy Spirit is the catalyst of all prayer. When we receive the Holy Spirit, we become
adopted sons and daughters of God. It is the Holy Spirit that enables us to call God our, “Abba,
Father” (Romans 8:15). As God’s children, we are called to invoke God’s Spirit in our daily
activities, trusting that he will give us guidance and direction.
“Every time we begin to pray to Jesus it is the Holy Spirit who draws us on the way of prayer by
his prevenient grace. Since the Spirit teaches us to pray by recalling Christ, how could we not
pray to the Spirit too? That is why the Church invites us to call upon the Holy Spirit every day,
especially at the beginning and the end of every important action” (CCC 2670).

